Story
Fiori Express is a European courier company that operates in 25 countries and delivers
approximately 4 million parcels every day.
Fiori Express has started a project to optimise and track the parcel delivery process, with
special focus on the service provided to medium and large customers.
The typical process starts with a pre-advice, which the customer submits through one of
the many available channels: B2B interfaces, Fiori Express website, Fiori Express retail
shops, etc.
The pre-advice is a structured document that contains information about the customer
account and about a collection of parcels the customer is planning to submit for delivery.
Fiori Express systems validate all received pre-advices twice. First, a system checks that
the structure of the document is correct; if not the pre-advice is rejected, notifying the
customer. If the document structure is correct, the pre-advice will be saved in the Revenue
Protection (RP) system.
Then the RP will validate the content of the pre-advice: if the content is correct, then the
pre-advice will be accepted and this will trigger other processes, such as planning the
delivery of the pre-advised parcels and financial accounting and reporting processes.
If the pre-advice contains errors, two things can happen: if at least one of the errors is
considered “critical”, then the pre-advice will be rejected and the system will notify the
customer; otherwise, the system will put the pre-advice in “quarantine” status.
The RP system generates a spreadsheet every night, with the list of the pre-advices
received that day and detailed information about the pre-advices that contai errors.
Every day, an RP team member will use the report to identify the pre-advices that have
been quarantined. For some pre-advices, she will open the original document stored in the
RP system, make the changes required to correct the errors and save the document with a
new name. She will also archive the original pre-advice, moving it to a separate folder for
documents that have been modified manually. She does this directly in the file system.
The RP system will process the new document as a new pre-advice. If the corrections are
good, then the RP system will accept it and the next processes will be triggered.
Fiori Express wants to optimise and secure this activity, by providing the RP team with an
application that will display the received pre-advices and their status in real time. The
application will also allow users making changes to the “quarantined” pre-advices, only in
the fields with errors. The application will track the manual changes, prevent possible
errors and handle the physical documents in the background.

Persona

Agata Lojek
Simplify the procedure
to correct pre-advices
and reduce its risks

18 years in the RP Team of
the Warsaw (Poland) office

Analysing Revenue Protection reports and
taking actions based on the findings
Ensuring customers comply with their
contracts
Ensuring billing, payments and debt
management are aligned with the services
supplied to customers
Every day looks pretty much the same day,
except month-end when additional reports
need to be analysed

I don’t want to learn doing
things in a different way
But I need to reduce the risk of
making errors
And I need to be able to
delegate this task sometimes

RP Officer

Increase the revenue, by allowing as many preadvices as possible to be processed
Improve the relationship with the customer, by
accepting pre-advices that contained minor
errors
Improve the planning for incoming parcels

If the user makes a mistake, then the
consequences can have very big costs
To access the file system, the user needs to
connect to a remote desktop via Citrix
The user needs to switch between the RP
system, the report and the remote desktop to
complete the activity
Only one user per geographical division is
trained and can access the remote desktop

RP Team Lead
Other RP Officers
Billing & Debt Management
team members
Banking & Payments team
members
Customers
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User Experience Journey
Mind-set

Actions

Touch points

Another day, another morning, e-mail
checked, I had my breakfast… and it’s
still too early for anyone to bother me.

Checks the time in the computer clock

Computer (clock)

Time to check yesterday’s preadvices!

Opens e-mail client and looks for the
e-mail sent by the RP system with the
report about received pre-advices

Computer (e-mail client)

There you are! I hope there aren’t
many errors today…

Opens report attached to the e-mail

Computer (e-mail client, then
spreadsheet)

Oh kur…! 54 pre-advices with errors!
This is going to take some time, let’s
grab another tea.

Goes to the kitchen and prepares
another tea, tells colleagues she
shouldn’t be bothered for the next
hour

Kitchen appliances and products,
colleagues

OK, so let’s go!

Opens Citrix

Computer (Citrix client)

Username… password…

After a failed attempt, authenticates in
Citrix

Computer (Citrix client)

Dobrze, “Quarantined Pre-Advices”

Selects the folder shortcut in the
remote desktop

Computer (Remote desktop)

54 files… OK! Where to start?

Goes back to the spreadsheet and
copies the pre-advice ID in the first
record

Computer (Spreadsheet)

Let’s see what is wrong with you…

Goes back to the remote desktop and
opens the file with the pre-advice ID in
its name

Computer (Remote desktop, then preadvice document)

At a first glance everything seems
fine… all fields with content… hum!

Goes back to the report and reads the
error description

Computer (Spreadsheet)

Right… account locked for this
service, let’s see what I find in SAP

Opens the SAP GUI tool, then selects
a favourite transaction and views
account information

Computer (SAP GUI)

OK, not that service, but you can use
another service. So let’s change the
pre-advice for you.

Goes back to the pre-advice in the
remote desktop

Computer (Remote desktop, preadvice document)

Carefully now, I don’t want to make
any mistakes…

Changes the value in a pre-advice
field and saves the file

Computer (Remote desktop, preadvice document)

Done! One less… 53 more to go!

Goes back to the report and repeats a
similar process for the remaining preadvices

Computer (as above)
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